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Figure 1. San Francisco News Letter number 31 dated October 20, 1857, for the sailing of
the PMSS Sonora. 10¢ 1855 Type II (Scott 14) pays the domestic letter rate. Census ID #20.

opportunities in Vancouver Island. After his return
in 1859, the newspaper was reestablished as the San
Francisco News Letter and California Advertiser,
which was published continuously until 1928.
Marriott died in 1884, and his son, Frederick Jr.,
took over the paper.

In this article the San Francisco News Letter will be
called the "Letter," just as it was by its publisher,
Frederick Marriott, an English-born journalist,
newspaper publisher, financial schemer, occasional
blackmailer and pioneering promoter of aviation
technology who emigrated to California in 1849.
Marriott touted the Letter as a practical means to
convey news to correspondents on the East Coast,
overseas and within the state of California. It also
served to advance Marriott's intertwining financial
and political interests, to level attacks against his
foes, and to extort money from public figures he
threatened with the prospect of scandalous news
reports.

The 1856 to 1858 Letter editions were printed on a
sheet of paper that could be folded into envelope
size and addressed on the front panel for mailing.
The early versions - at least through January 20,
1857 - had no printing on the address panel; from
the outside they look like ordinary folded letters or
circulars. Sometime during or before May 1857, the
address panel was enhanced with an overall printed
design incorporating the newspaper's title ("The San
Francisco News Letter") held by an eagle with
outstretched wings; illustrations of a steamship at
sea and railroad train crossing land; and the
steamship name and (usually) the sailing date for
which the edition was intended. An example is
shown in Figure 1.

Each Letter publication date was tied to an outbound
Pacific Mail Steam Ship Company sailing to
Panama, the western leg of the ocean route linking
the east and west coasts. The first Letter was
published on July 20, 1856, in time for the next-day
departure of the PMSS Golden Age. (An 1851
publication with the same name was published by
Francis A. Bonnard.) The Letter was published
regularly through early 1858, then discontinued
briefly while Marriott ventured off to find business

There are two names engraved in the Letter design.
The imprint "A. NAHL" (to the left of the
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steamship) belongs to the well-known artist and
engraver, Hugo Wilhem Arthur Nahl, who with his
brother created many outstanding illustrated views
of early California. The other imprint "A.
SCHEITWEILER" (to the left of the locomotive)
does not match any known artist or name in the city
directories, leaving one to wonder if it was a name
invented by Marriott.
When properly folded by the sender, the illustrated
address panel appeared on the front and the content
was concealed. In some editions, the first page (the
back of the address side) was left blank to give the
sender a place to write a letter. If a letter or
message was added, or if a loose slip of paper with
writing was enclosed, the 10¢ domestic letter rate
applied. If the printed newsletter was sent without
any writing other than the address, the significantly
lower 1¢ domestic printed matter rate is all that was
required. This dual-rate structure is described in the
Letter itself (a 2¢ printed matter rate to Europe is
Surviving examples show both
also noted).
domestic rates, paid by either a 1¢ or 10¢ stamp, as
well as a part-paid 20¢ rate to Panama and a
stampless 20¢ rate to Mexico. The Letter in Figure
1 has a 10c 1855 stamp paying the letter rate, but
there is no writing inside (one can assume the
sender enclosed a written message).

Figure 2. Frederick Marriott, publisher of the San
Francisco News Letter.

Marriott traveled to California in 1849 when he was
44 years old. After crossing the Isthmus of Panama
and arriving on the West Coast, Marriott dabbled in
gold mining, engaged in banking, speculated in real
estate, and practiced muckraking journalism. He
lived in Sacramento briefly and then settled in San
Francisco.

FREDERICK MARRIOTT
Englishman, News Publisher, Banker,
Speculator, Blackmailer and Aviation Pioneer

A small ad for Marriott's business in San Francisco
("Loan, Land, Scrip, Mining and Money Agents") is
found in the Alta California of November 9, 1850.
A subsequent ad identifies a partner or agent for real
estate, R. S. Clyde, with an address at 271
Montgomery Street (Alta California, July 4, 1852).
Marriott subsequently formed a partnership with
Alfred Wheeler to create the Pacific Loan and
Security Bank, located at 98 Merchant Street. In
July 1856, when he launched the Letter, Marriott
had an office at 104 Merchant Street. Sometime
after July 1857, he moved to 134 Clay Street,
opposite the Merchants' Exchange building. During
the time Marriott was in Vancouver Island, ads for
Marriott, Bridges & Co. ("Land Agents, Convey
ancers, Surveyors and Auctioners [sic]") list an
address on Government Street in Victoria and at 134
Clay Street in San Francisco.

Frederick Marriott, whose portrait is shown in
Figure 2, was born in 1805 in Enfield, England, just
outside of London. At the age of 28 he married a
young woman from a wealthy family who provided
Marriott with the means to finance his pursuits,
including journalism and publishing. He founded
the Weekly Chronicle, a popular illustrated
newspaper that later became the Illustrated London
News.
In 1841 Marriott, together with three
partners, launched the Aerial Steam Navigation
Company to make mechanical flight an engineering
and commercial reality, a goal he continued to
pursue after settling in the United States. Some
biographers have claimed that Marriott invented the
term "aeroplane," but there is scant evidence to
support that claim.
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Some of Marriott's banking practices seem to have
been ethically questionable. Newspaper reports
from January 1852 criticize his involvement in
circulating worthless paper demand notes, known in
derisive terms as "shinplasters." After Adams &
Co. failed in February 1855, Marriott was
demonized in the San Francisco Evening Bulletin
for involvement in fraudulent activity. These
negative articles also mention Marriott's earlier
scheme to issue shinplasters. The exact nature of
Marriott's note-issuing activity is not known.
However, the 1852 ad placed by Marriott & Co.
specifically mentions the firm's location across the
street from one of the large banking houses,
Burgoyne & Co., which did issue demand notes in
the early 1850s. An example of Burgoyne & Co.'s
notes is shown in Figure 3, and it is possible that
Marriott was somehow involved in circulating them.

part to salvage his reputation and intimidate his
enemies. Marriott's arch enemy was Thomas King,
editor of the Evening Bulletin, whose brother James,
the Bulletin's original editor, had been fatally shot
in the middle of Montgomery Street in May 1856 by
James Casey, another local newspaper editor. The
Vigilance Committee made sure that Casey and his
friend, Charles Cora, another convicted murderer,
were publicly hanged from a building on Sacra
mento Street.
Thomas King despised Marriott, blaming him in
part for his late brother's financial woes, which
resulted from previous bank failures, the Adams
1855 bankruptcy, and crooked business practices
that James King had railed against during the later
years of his life. Thomas hurled insults at Marriott
through his newspaper editorials and gleefully
published reports of Marriott's nefarious
activities and court trials.

Figure 3. Burgoyne & Co. 25¢ demand note, a "shinplaster"
that Marriott might have helped distribute in the early 1850s.

The Adams & Co. failure in 1855 created a financial
crisis that dragged down Marriott & Wheeler and
the Pacific Loan and Security Bank. Wheeler sued
Marriott to recover assets lost in the insolvency, and
various other entities fought over the massive losses
resulting from unregulated banking practices and
speculation. While the legal battles were fought in
court, the public smear campaigns were fought in
the newspapers. Anger over financial misdeeds and
general lawlessness led to blood in the streets, quite
literally, and the Vigilance Committee of San
Francisco was revived in 1856, using violence to
stop violence.

There is no doubt that Marriott was the
Letter's publisher from the beginning, but
he evidently tried to conceal his direct
involvement from 1856 to 1858, when the
Letter was published in the easy-to-mail
format. The well-known San Francisco
bookseller and newspaper distributor,
J. W. Sullivan, was listed as the publisher
at first, apparently without his permission.
An article in the Bulletin (July 22, 1856),
alleged that Marriott tried to bribe Sullivan
into allowing his name to be used:
The letter sheet shown us purported to be
published by J. W. Sullivan. We yesterday
called on Mr. Sullivan and inquired if it had
been issued by his authority. He informed us
that his business was to sell whatever was
brought to him on commission; that Mr.
Marriott, of the late firm of Marriott &
Wheeler, of Savings Bank notoriety, and who
went into insolvency last week, had asked him
to sell a letter sheet which he was about
publishing for circulation in the Atlantic
States. The terms were agreed on, and, to Mr.
Sullivan's surprise, when the sheet was
received he discovered that his name was used
at the masthead, without authority, as the
publisher.
He remonstrated against this

In the midst of this mayhem, Marriott returned to
newspaper publishing and launched the Letter, in
7
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improper use of his name, when Mr. Marriott
informed him that the document was got up to
effect a certain object; and that if he (Sullivan)
would suffer his name to be used as
"publisher," he (Marriott) would give him
(Sullivan) a thousand dollars, to indemnify
him for any loss he might sustain through its
publication. Mr. Sullivan, on consultation,
refused this offer, and ran a pen over his
name.
Marriott was found guilty and fined more than once
for extortion related to the newspaper business. The
most serious case occurred in September 1857,
during the period when the Letter was in publica
tion. Marriott was charged and convicted of
blackmailing two police officers, the chief of police,
the president of the Board of Supervisors, and a
judge who ruled against Marriott in an earlier case.
He and a writer for the Letter, E. L. Brittingham,
concocted the shakedown, in which Marriott
informed the police chief that a new publication, the
Plaindealer, was about to publish an article
containing scandalous information that would cause
the chief and others great embarrassment. Marriott
assured the chief the article could be suppressed for
a mere $200.

Figure 4. Excerpt from November 5, 1856, edition of
the Letter, giving details about the publication's
office and operation.

Unbeknownst to Marriott, the police had arranged a
trap for Marriott and his accomplice. The chief
played along with the blackmail by giving Marriott
a marked $100 gold coin and two $50 checks.
When Marriott met with Brittingham to divide the
loot, they were both arrested. The case ended in
convictions, and each was fined $500. Of course,
the Bulletin reported the developing story of
Marriott's arrest, trial and conviction.

the Letter on display; he was given a one-time
pardon for the offense. If the John Butts employed
by Marriott as the "town agent" is the same John
Butts tried and convicted of petty theft in the spring
of 1857 (Sacramento Daily Union, June 3, 1857),
Marriott apparently chose a tough character to make
sure newspaper depots gave the Letter a prominent
position in the racks.

An excerpt from the November 5, 1856, edition of
the Letter is shown in Figure 4. It contains
interesting information about the enterprise. John
Butts is identified as the paper's "Town Agent,"
whose duty is "to supply the Carriers, Book Stores
and Public Offices" with copies. Butts was also
something of an enforcer, who would "see that the
'Letter' is posted on all the Bulletin Boards of the
City, and report to us the default of any vendor of
the 'Letter,' who fails to supply the public on
applications." This is followed by mention of a
nameless vendor who was drunk and forgot to put

The same Letter (November 5, 1856) lists a branch
office at W. B. Cook & Co.'s Law Blank Depot on
Montgomery Block and the publishers as J. H. Still
& Co. at 88 Kearny Street and 104 Merchant Street
(Marriott's office address). John Still & Co. was
another prominent San Francisco bookseller and
news distributor. Based on the story about Marriott
first trying to use J. W. Sullivan as a straw man, the
same might be true for Still. If so, Still was
apparently willing to be part of the deception, at
least for a while. By May 1857, Still & Co.'s ads
show offices at 120 Washington Street and 62
8
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Kearny Street, and no further connection between
this firm and the Letter is found.

communicating with their friends at a
distance, have not time to collect and impart
those special items of useful information they
deem necessary to convey to them.

Also around May 1857, the Letter in the new
illustrated format gives 134 Clay Street as the
publisher's main office. The masthead also lists
numerous representative offices throughout the
world and identifies Wells, Fargo & Co. as
distributors throughout California.
Stated
circulation figures rose from 3,000 in 1856 to 7,500
in 1857. This vast network of offices, Wells, Fargo
& Co. 's role as a distributor, and the Letter's
extraordinary circulation growth were probably
false or greatly exaggerated claims made by
Marriott to enhance the status of the Letter and
charge the advertisers higher rates. Marriott, always
the promoter, liked to claim that the Letter was
growing by leaps and bounds, as shown in the
Colville city directory ad for 1857, which exclaims
"Rising Rapidly!" (see Figure 5).

Marriott did not spend much time in Vancouver
Island. By September 1859 he was back in San
Francisco, devoting his time and energy to running
the reestablished San Francisco News Letter and
California Advertiser. The paper was expanded into
a full newspaper and attracted prominent writers,
including a young mustachioed Mark Twain.
Whatever transgressions Marriott might have
committed (or would commit), he began a path
toward establishing himself as a venerable journalist
and news publisher. He also carried on his dream of
building a flying machine.
The Flight of the Avitor
Marriott's Aerial Steam Navigation Company
venture in England in the 1840s never amounted to
much, but he still believed in the possibility of both
lighter-than-air
and
heavier-than-air
flying
machines. Once he was an established publisher in
San Francisco, Marriott began organizing another
company to invent a machine that could fly coast to
coast. The California Aerial Steam Navigation Co.
was established in 1866 for the purpose of
transporting "freight, passengers, and dispatches
from place to place through the air" (Marysville
Daily Appeal, September 2, 1866). The group of
investors included General Thomas Cazneau, W. C.
Ralston, E. C. Levell and John Hewston.
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Figure 5. Advertisement for San Francisco News
Letter in 1856-1857 Colville city directory.

Around September 1858, after publishing the Letter
for about two years and putting the blackmail
conviction behind him, Marriott left San Francisco
for Vancouver Island, where the Fraser Canyon
Gold Rush was in full swing, and the town of
Victoria was teeming with prospectors and small
business operators. Marriott promoted himself as a
real estate agent and started publishing the The
News Letter for Vancouver Island and New
Caledonia.
The September 25, 1858, edition
contains an interesting description of the newslet
ter's purpose and function, which is relevant to the
San Francisco publication:

Construction of the flying machine - Marriott called
it the Avitor Hermes - took place in a barn in San
Jose near the San Jose and San Francisco Railroad
yards. It was reported on June 14, 1867, that
construction had been completed, and an offering of
10,000 shares of public stock at $100 per share was
made; this might be the earliest IPO in aviation
technology. Marriott had hoped to launch the
Avitor before the last stretch of the transcontinental
railroad line was completed. He almost succeeded.
The rail line was completed on May 10, 1869, and
the Avitor's first public display flight occurred
about two months later on July 4, 1869, at Shell
Mound Park.

OUR NEWS LETTER for Vancouver's Island
and New Caledonia, like its counterpart in
Australia and California, is intended as "a
labor saving machine" for those who, in
9
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Figure 6. Flight of the Marriott's flying machine, the Avitor, in July 1869.

The photograph in Figure 6 is reputed to show the
actual 1869 Avitor. The machine, about 30 feet
long and eight feet wide, resembles a giant football
with wings and a rudder. To keep the gas-filled
blimp from ascending, the ground crew holds it
down with cables.

project came to an end when the Avitor was
destroyed in a fire.
After the destruction of the lighter-than-air Avitor,
Marriott turned his attention to inventing a heavier
than-air "aeroplane" and founded the Aeroplane
Steam Navigation Company. In 1881 a series of
articles in his newspaper reported progress in
building an "aerial carriage" which would be named
the "Leland Stanford." Marriott's patent application
(number 44,882, filed October 31, 1881) was
rejected on August 14, 1883, because the affidavits
did not adequately support the applicant's
contention that the machine would actually work.
Marriott died in December 1884 with his dream of
an aeroplane unfulfilled. Two decades later, on the
sandy beach of Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, the
Wright Brothers succeeded in making Marriott's
prophecy come true.

Marriott's newspaper gave an account of the first
public display flight. An excerpt follows:
Steam was raised, and the carriage obeying its
propellers, raised several feet from the floor
and started forward at a rapid pace ... it arose
promptly, and gracefully and took its flight
into the air under the guidance of the rudder,
thus establishing the astounding fact that it
had power and could fly; and giving proof that
the grand problem had been solved ...
Another account in the Daily Alta California was
less optimistic, concluding that "unless some other
power is discovered that can be condensed in a far
less compass than that of steam, we fear that the
success of the present affair is hopeless."

Editions of the San Francisco News Letter
There is no complete record nor are there examples
of every published Letter. Sometime in early 1857,
each Letter was numbered, and the numbers were
correlated to the twice-monthly PMSS sailings,
starting with the Letter's first publication date (July
20, 1856). Table A (opposing page) lists all of the
PMSS sailings (ship name and date) from July 20,
1856, through March 5, 1858. The column headed
"Sailing No." lists the numbers that should have

The Avi tor made more display flights in San
Francisco later in July 1869. By attracting the
public's attention, Marriott had hoped he could
obtain funding to build a larger version - 150 feet in
length and 30 to 40 feet in diameter - in time for the
Mechanics Fair in September of that year. However,
the money was not forthcoming, and the whole
10
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Table A

Pacific Mail Steam Ship Co. sailings and San Francisco News Letter publication data
Letter
No.
r11
r21
[3]
r4l
rs1
[61
r?l
r 8l
r91
r101
[11]

Sailing
Date
21-Jul
5-Aug
20-Aug
5-Sep
20-Sep
6-Oct
20-Oct
5-Nov
20-Nov
5-Dec
20-Dec

Sailing
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

5-Jan
20-Jan
5-Feb
20-Feb
5-Mar

12
13
14
15
16

20,23 Mar

17,18

[17,18]

1/ohn L. Stephens
GoldenA,£e
Golden Gate
Sonora
1/ohn L. Stevhens
GoldenA.£e
Sonora
1/ohn L. Stephens
GoldenA.£e
Sonora
California
1/ohn L. Stephens

6-Apr
20-Apr
5-May
20-May
5-Jun
20-Jun
4-Jul
20-Jul
5-Aug
20-Aug
5-Sep
21-Sep

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

[19]
r201
r211
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
28 rdupl
29

Golden Gate

5,11 Oct

31

20-Oct
5-Nov
20-Nov
5-Dec
21-Dec

32
33
34
35
36

5-Jan
20-Jan

37
38

Sonora

5-Feb

39

1/ohn L. Stevhens
GoldenA.£e

20-Feb
5-Mar

40
41

1856

GoldenA.£e
Sonora
1/ohn L. Stephens
GoldenA.£e
Sonora
Golden Gate
GoldenA.£e
Sonora
1/ohn L. Stevhens
Golden Gate
Sonora
1857
1/ohn L. Stevhens
Golden Gate
Sonora
1/ohn L. Stevhens
GoldenA,£e
Golden Gate

Sonora
Golden Gate
1/ohn L. Stephens
GoldenA.£e
Golden Gate
1858
1/ohn L. Stephens
GoldenAKe

News Date
Jul 5-20

Oct 20-Nov 5
Nov 5-Nov 20
Nov 20-Dec 20

r121
[131
rI4l
r1s1
r161

Jan 5-Jan 20

May 5-May 20
May 20-Jun 5
Jun 5-Jun 20
Jun 20-Jul 4
Jul 20-Aug 5
Aug 5-Aug 20
Aug 20-Sep 5
Sep 5-Sep 21

Census ID
No.*=
Bancroft
Library

1*
2

No illustration
No illustration

3*,4

No illustration

5*

No illustration

31
32
33
34
35

6*
7,8
9*,10,11
12
13
14, 15
16,17,18
19
20

36
37
Jan 26-Feb 5

38 ["28"]

11

39
40

Notes

Hit a rock and returned to SF for
repair,second departure 23 Mar

30
Oct 5-Oct 20

First edition

21,22*

Number 27
Number 28
Duplicate "Number 28"
"Number 29"
Returned to SF broken shaft;
second departure 11 Oct

Number 28 and "Events from Jan.
26th to Feb. 5th,1858"
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been assigned to the Letters. The column headed
"Letter No." shows the published number (in
brackets if not actually stated on the Letter). If a
surviving example has been recorded, the "Census
ID No." refers to the item in the list in the Census
There are numbering
section of this article.
irregularities that require some explanation. (In the
analysis that follows, the numerical month/day/year
date format is used to enhance readability.)

If the Letter/Sailing sequence had followed number
31 correctly, the number for the 2/5/1858 edition
would be 38, not 28; therefore, "28" is either a
typographic error in the original publication or a
new sequence was initiated prior to 2/5/1858,
following number 31.

The first Letter, of which no example is known, was
reported by the publisher and others to have been
dated 7/20/1856, one day prior to the sailing of
Golden Age. There are no known examples of
numbered Letters prior to 5/20/1857, and the
surviving Letters dated in November and December
1856 do not have published numbers. Since the
7/20/1856 edition is Letter number 1, the Letter
dated 5/20/1857 should have been number 21 (the
21st PMSS sailing); in fact, it is number 22,
according to the Bancroft Library website listing of
its holdings. There is a circumstance involving the
3/20/1856 sailing of the Golden Gate that might
explain the numbering anomaly. The Golden Gate
departed on 3/20/1857, but the ship hit a rock and
returned to port for repair; it departed again three
days later. It is possible that a Letter "Postscript,"
as Marriott called such a thing, was added to the
Letter and sent with the 3/23/1857 second departure.
If Marriott counted the Postscript as a separate
number in this instance, that would make the
5/20/1857 Letter number 22, not 21.

Among the illustrated Letter examples in private
hands, all of which have been fully described, there
are six with 10¢ 1855 stamps and six with 1¢ 1851
stamps (one of the 1¢ stamps is a replacement).
One of the 10¢ covers is addressed to Panama; the
others, including all of the 1¢ covers, are addressed
to the East. In addition, there is one stampless
Letter to Mexico, and the latest recorded Letter has
a blank address panel and no postmarks, but there is
a letter written inside. The postmarks or cancels
originate in San Francisco, except for one 1¢ cover
postmarked at Benicia, California.

Letter Usage

The other numbering anomaly occurred when the
8/20/1857 and 9/5/1857 Letters were published.
Instead of assigning them consecutive numbers, 28
and 29, the number 28 was repeated. There are two
known examples each of the 8/20 and 9/5 Letters,
and they are numbered 28. The next Letter (9/21) is
numbered 29. No example of the 10/5 Letter is
known, but the next date (10/20) is numbered 31, so
it appears that the numbering sequence was not
corrected after 28 was used twice.

Figure 7. San Francisco News Letter number 28 dated
September 5, 1857, for the sailing of the PMSS
California. 1¢ 1851 Type II (Scott 7) pays the domestic
printed matter rate. Census ID #16 (a nearly identical
example to the same addressee is ID #18).

The Letter in Figure 7 is an example of the Letter
sent without any written message, thus qualifying
for the 1¢ printed matter rate. In this case, Letter
number 28 - the duplicate number used for the
September 5, 1857, sailing of the PMSS California
- was sent to Armand Guyol Jr. in New Orleans.
Four of the illustrated Letters are from the Guyol
family correspondence. According to the Tulane

The latest recorded Letter date is 2/5/1858. One
example appeared in a Schuyler Rumsey auction,
where it was described as "Number 28." Another
copy is in the Bancroft Library, where it also listed
as number 28.
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Table B

Census of Surviving Examples
The library's website lists the Letters m its
collection by date and number, but provides no
images or details. Peter E. Hanff, deputy director of
the Bancroft Library, kindly provided details. The
census list is arranged chronologically by Letter
date.

The census of the Letter from 1856 to 1858 records
22 examples (five not illustrated, 17 illustrated),
including 16 in private hands (two not illustrated,
14 illustrated) and six held by the Bancroft Library
at the University of California, Berkeley (three not
illustrated, three illustrated).

Letter without the illustrated address panel or number (unpublished Letter number in brackets)
Five recorded (two in private hands; three in the Bancroft Library)
Letter Date
11/5/1856
11/20/1856
12/20/1856
12/20/1856
1/20/1857

No.
r81
r9l
r111
r111
rI31

ID# Note
PMSS Vessel
Address
Sonora
No address
1 Bancroft Library
2 10¢ Scott 13 (SF 11/20 eds)
Vohn L. Stephens Turner, Boston Mass.
3 Bancroft Library
Sonora
No address
Sonora
4 1¢ Scott 7 (SF 12/20 eds)
Platt, Newark Del.
Golden Gate
No address
5 Bancroft Library
Letter with illustrated address panel and edition number
17 recorded (14 in private hands; three in the Bancroft Library)
PMSS Vessel
Sonora
Vohn L. Stephens
I.John L. Stephens
GoldenARe
GoldenARe
GoldenARe
Sonora
GoldenARe
Sonora

ID# Note
Address
No address
6 Bancroft Library
Selden, New York N.Y.
7 10¢ Scott 14 (SF 6/5 eds)
8 1¢ Scott 7 (Benicia 6/19 eds)
Priest, Loudenville 0.
Hickson Sarles?, New York N.Y. 9 Bancroft Library
Ruschenberger, Panama
10 10¢ Scott 13 (SF 6/20 eds)
Winslow, Troy N.Y.
11 10¢ Scott 15 (SF 6/20 eds)
12 1¢ Scott 7 (SF 9-bar !lfid)
Clarke, New York N.Y.
Payne, Stamford Conn.
13 10¢ Scott 15 (SF 8/5 eds)
Guyol, New Orleans La.
14 10¢ Scott 15 (SF 8/20 eds)
SF 8/20 red eds, "20" ms rate,
28
8/20/1857
Sonora
Rev. Santillan, Mazatlan, Mexico 15
"ACAPULCO" and "3" hs
28 (dup) California
9/5/1857
Guyol, New Orleans La.
16 1¢ Scott 7 (SF 9/5 eds)
28 (dup) California
Johnson, Delhi N.Y.
9/5/1857
17 1¢ Scott 7 (SF 9-bar grid)
28 (dup) California
9/5/1857
Guyol, New Orleans La.
18 1¢ Scott 7 (SF 9/5 eds)
29
9/21/1857
Vohn L. Stephens Guyol, New Orleans La.
19 1¢ stamp replacement
Sonora
10/20/1857
Davis, Philadelphia Pa.
20 10¢ Scott 14 (SF 10/20 eds)
31
38 ("28") Sonora
2/5/1858
No address
21 No postmark
22 Bancroft Library
2/5/1858
38 ("28") Sonora
No address
Letter Date
5/20/1857
6/5/1857
6/5/1857
6/20/1857
6/20/1857
6/20/1857
7/4/1857
8/5/1857
8/20/1857

No.
22
23
23
24
24
24
25
27
28
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University website,
Armand Guyol Sr.
was born in New
Orleans. In 1844 he
became a counselor
and attorney of law
m the state of
Louisiana, and m
1853 he served on
the Supreme Court
of California.
He
died of cholera in
1876. Guyol's son,
Armand Jr., was
born on April 7,
in
1840,
New
Orleans. He worked
as clerk and in 1862
volunteered for the
Crescent Division,
11th
Louisiana
Battalion, of the
Confederate Army.
In 1863 he was
promoted to the rank
of First Sergeant.
After the war, he
returned to New
Orleans.
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Figure 8. San Francisco News Letter number 25 dated July 4, 1857, for the sailing of the
PMSS Sonora. 1¢ 1851 Type II (Scott 7), paying the domestic printed matter rate, is tied by
San Francisco's 9-bar square grid cancel, a device similar to the one used in New York City.
Census ID #12.

Another example of
the 1¢ rate is shown
in Figure 8. In this
.
case,
the
Letter
¥-�u c<:.
z_
(number 25, July 4,
1857) was sent to
..-vz... �vL £__
�
New York City's
general post office.
The 9-bar square
grid cancel looks
very much like the
Figure 9. San Francisco News Letter number 24 dated June 20, 1857, for the sailing of the
one used at that
PMSS Golden Age. 10¢ 1855 Type I (Scott 13), paying the 10¢ rate, but since the Letter is
rece1vmg office, but
addressed to Panama, it required an additional 10¢ postage, indicated by the San Francisco
it was, m fact,
"DUE 10" handstamp. The addressee, Dr. W. S. W. Ruschenberger, was a medical officer
on board the U.S. Frigate Independence. Census ID #10.
applied
m
San
Francisco. Two other
examples of the 9-bar square grid used in San
The Letter in Figure 9 was stamped with a 10¢ 1855
Francisco are known, including one on a Letter
Type I (Scott 13) for the transcontinental letter rate,
(Census ID #17) and another on a folded pictorial
but since the addressee was located in Panama, the
lettersheet addressed to Cherokee Flats, Cal., which
20¢ rate applied. The deficient postage was
can only be a San Francisco usage (ex-Risvold).
indicated with the large "DUE 1 O" handstamp used

��/�
A:_
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Figure 10. San Francisco News Letter number 28 (the first of two numbered 28) dated
August 20, 1857, for the sailing of the PMSS Sonora. Addressed to Mazatlan, Mexico, with
red San Francisco circular datestamp (Aug. 20) and magenta manuscript "20" rate.
"ACAPULCO" straightline and "3" reales due handstamp for internal Mexican postage.
Census ID #15.

published by Hutchings & Rosenfield at 146
Montgomery Street. It was scheduled for the sailing
of the PMSS Sonora. This newsletter has the
printer's imprint of Charles F. Robbins, with an
address at the "corner of Clay and Battery Streets."
An example of this first edition has not been seen,
but the number 2 edition, published on April 5,
1858, for the sailing of the PMSS John L. Stephens,
is located at the Bancroft Library.

at San Francisco. The addressee, Dr. Ruschen
berger, was a U.S. Navy medical officer on board
the U.S. Frigate Independence. There are only two
Letters addressed to places outside the United States
- Panama and Mexico - and this is the only one
with an adhesive stamp.
The other Letter to a destination outside the United
States is shown in Figure 10. This stampless Letter
is addressed to Reverend Jose Prudencio Santillan,
an Indian parish priest in Mazatlan, Mexico. The
20¢ postage was prepaid in San Francisco, as
indicated by the red San Francisco "Paid" datestamp
and the magenta manuscript "20" rate. When the
Letter entered the port of Acapulco, it received the
Mexican post office straightline handstamp, and 3
reales internal postage due from the addressee was
indicated by the "3" handstamp.

Figure 11. The Pictorial News Letter number 2 dated
April 5, 1858, for the PMSS John L. Stephens.

The Pictorial News Letter - A Connection?

Figure 11 shows the masthead illustration, which
closely resembles the illustrated address panel on
the San Francisco News Letter. Of special interest
is the U.S. postal rider on a camel, used around the

On March 20, 1858, the first edition of a new
publication, The Pictorial News Letter, was
15
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time camels were imported for use on the desert
route. Also located at the library is the May 5,
1858, edition for the PMSS Sonora. Two of the
woodcuts in these two newsletters have the initials
"A." and "A.N.," which correspond to Arthur
Nahl's. The short-lived Pictorial News Letter might
be connected to Marriott.

Sources
1.) Hernandez, Richard A., "Frederick Marriott: A
Forty-Niner Banker and Editor Who Took a 'Flier'
in Pioneering American Aviation," Journal of the
West, Vol. II, No. 4 (October 1963)
2.) Stack's, John J Ford, Jr. Collection; Coins,
Medals and Currency, Part XX, Western Territorial
Americana, October 16, 2007, sale catalogue
3.) University of California at Berkeley Digital
Collections
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/libraries/bancroft
library/ digital-collections
4.) California Digital Newspaper Collection
https ://cdnc.ucr.edu
5.) Genealogy Bank
https://www.genealogybank.com
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